
Drive quality and  
productivity across  
your pathology lab
Concentriq® Dx is the digital pathology platform used by 
leading hospital and reference laboratories to drive quality, 
productivity, and insight in diagnostic pathology. CE-marked 
for in-vitro diagnostic use in Europe and available for primary 
diagnosis in the US during the COVID-19 public health 
emergency, Concentriq Dx accelerates image-based workflows 
and delivers actionable insights that empower labs as they 
prepare for the future of pathology. 

For the Intended Use and detailed product information, please visit proscia.com.

http://www.proscia.com


Empowering the  
pathologist and the lab
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PIETER VAN DER VORM 
LABPON

“We rigorously 
evaluated multiple 
enterprise imaging 
platforms and 
chose Concentriq 
because it gives us 
full flexibility and 
infinite scalability 
with its truly open 
approach.”

INTUITIVE  
DIGITAL CASE REVIEW 
Simplified case review in Concentriq Dx 
makes signing out cases faster than ever. 
Concentriq Dx offers an easy-to-use interface 
to accelerate day-to-day pathology work. 

Key features: 

• Deep-zoom image viewer featuring a full set 
of annotation and image adjustment tools

• Ability to import, organize, and view scanned 
slides in virtually any image format

• Designed for performance with minimal 
latency for a smooth viewing experience

WORKFLOWS  
DESIGNED FOR YOUR LAB 
Avoid one-size-fits-all digital workflows with a 
configurable platform. Concentriq Dx is flexible 
and integrated with your lab’s hardware and 
software so you can seamlessly incorporate 
digital pathology as the driver of routine work. 

Key features: 

• Platform configurability enables intuitive, 
pathologist-centric workflows 

• Automated case creation, assignment, and ordering

• Robust bidirectional LIS integration

STREAMLINED SECOND  
OPINIONS AND COLLABORATION 
Concentriq Dx makes sharing cases easy. 
With support for real-time and asynchronous 
collaboration and second opinions, the high-
performance and secure Concentriq platform 
breaks down the barrier between physical 
location and insight from the right experts. 

Key features: 

• Intuitive second opinion request and fulfillment 
workflows for single-site and networked labs

• Access to images and data remotely, 
from anywhere, via a browser

• Live collaboration and synced 
viewing with unlimited users

• Role-based permissions and enterprise-
grade security for access and sharing



Deploying Concentriq Dx  
in your organization

ENTERPRISE-GRADE SCALABILITY
It is imperative that your digital pathology solution is able to adapt and provide 
the support your organization needs, now and in the future. With its scalable 
architecture, Concentriq Dx supports even the largest multi-site pathology 
networks, accommodating unlimited amounts of data, scanners, and users. 

ECOSYSTEM INTEROPERABILITY
Whether it’s purchasing new scanners or integrating with other components of 
your pathology ecosystem, only a truly open platform will be able to accommodate 
your future needs as you grow your digital implementation. Concentriq Dx 
integrates with leading scanners, lab information systems, and other systems 
to centralize all of your pathology images and data on a single platform.

FLEXIBLE DEPLOYMENT
Concentriq Dx can be deployed to public and private clouds, as well as on premises, 
offering a best-in-class solution that makes installation, maintenance, and scale-
up easy and cost-effective. We offer Concentriq Dx on infrastructure provided by our 
partners: Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud, and Dell EMC. 

INTUITIVE AND CONFIGURABLE
No more “one-size-fits-all software.” Every lab environment is different, which is why 
Concentriq Dx is modular and flexible. From workflows to roles and permissions and 
integrations, Concentriq Dx is highly configurable to support your team in how it operates.  

INDUSTRY-LEADING PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AND SUPPORT
Whether you’re just getting started with digital pathology or looking to scale 
your implementation, Proscia® is your partner in the process. Our Professional 
Services team helps to guarantee project success by supporting systems 
analysis, design, data migration, end-user training, and more.

PHILIPS

LEICA

3DHISTECH

HAMAMATSU

ROCHE

HURON

MIKROSCAN

MOTIC

OLYMPUS

OPTRASCAN

ZEISS
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Concentriq integrates with leading scanners, including:



HEADQUARTERS
1635 Market Street, Suite 1307 | Philadelphia, PA 19103 
1.877.255.1341 | info@proscia.com | proscia.com

LEADING LABS POWERED BY CONCENTRIQ:

READY TO TAKE THE NEXT STEP?

Proscia is changing the way the world practices 
pathology to transform cancer research and 
diagnosis. Visit proscia.com today to learn more 
about Concentriq Dx and take the next step in 
your digital pathology journey. 

DR. GEORGE LEE, PH.D. 
THE CENTER FOR COMPUTATIONAL IMAGING AND PERSONALIZED DIAGNOSTICS
CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY

“I have worked with a number of interfaces in the past. 
Proscia’s platform has a sleek, intuitive interface that 
can handle large images smoothly.”

mailto:info%40proscia.com?subject=
https://proscia.com/
http://proscia.com

